Alkali <I.S> Wall Relaxation ii Dichlorodimethylsilane Coated Resonance Cells
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'a paro, James C. In particular, by considering the ratio of the Ro wall relaxation rate to the Rb" wall relaxation rate, evidence is presented showing that dimethylsiloxane surfaces and alkane (paraffin) surfaces relax alkali polarization with similar interaction strengths and correlation times.
This conclusion indicates that the outermost functional group of an organic surface molecule has the primary influence on the alkali polarization's surface relaxation. it is independent of a , yet sensitive to variations in tne parameters that descrite tne I-S, relaxation interactions. MHz- Defining n(t) as the time dependent fractional population in the optically absorbing hyperfine multiplet, it is quite easy to show that the -.-. transmitted intensity of the probe beam has the form
where 1 is the cell length and d is the optical depth. Since \I.S> is proportional to n(t), it follows that n(t) and <I.S> relax in the same way. From
Eq. (4) and the fact that n(t) increases exponentially with time during the 5 * pump blocked time interval, one can show that 
A l. n [I( )/I t ] < (1 -exp[-(t -[)YF')( ) where I(T) is some initial transmitted probe intensity after the pump beam has

A
In this expression kF is the rate of change of the measured relaxation rate F. A with normalized probe light intensity, and y is the light-independent relaxa-A0 tion rate.
The slope kF depends on the probed hyperfine level, because the rate of depopulation pumping depends on the total ground state degeneracy and 
Theoretically, it
can be shown that the ratio of the two slopes is a simple function of the alkali nuclear spin: k /k 1(I + 1). 17 However, one can show quite a b A generally by microscopic reversibility arguments that o must be independent of the probed hyperfine level.
Thus, the ratio of the slopes and the equality Table 1 .
The light-independent relaxation rates collected in the 
where yex is the spin exchange relaxation rate of <I-S>, and yst is the rate at which atoms collide with the stem region and impact the ring of condensed rubidium (immediately depolarizing on impact).
Since spin exchange and stem relaxation will show no isotope specificity, any isotopic difference in <I.S relaxation rates should be attributed to the surface relaxation -A mechanism alone.
From our estimate of the alkali density and knowledge of the spin exchnge ros secion18 exchange cross section we find that y 
3.
An uncoated resonance cell was studied. The value of y was roughly an order of magnitude greater ( 5000 sec-1 ) tan in the dichlorodimethylsilane coated cells, and o was found to be 1.03 -0.04. This implied that the coated cell value of p was related to the DMS surface.
4.
A special cell containing a barium getter was fabricated, and p was measured both prior to and after flashing. Recent measurements indicate that in the presence of an alkali metal the DMS surface * produces a trace gaseous product containing Si(CH 3 ) groups, and that this product can be detected by observing 1 the width of Dickenarrowed 0-0 hyperfine transition line shapes. For measurements both prior to and after flashing o was found to be 1.2, even though linewidth indications showed a significant decrease in buffer gas density.
Thus, any gaseous product in the resonance cells had a negligible influence on the measured value of p. To quantify this similarity, however, it is necessary to first If one now considers the magnitudes of tne raw relaxation rates measured by Bouchiat and Brossel, which after correcting for differences in cell size were -7 sec 1 , it would appear that there is roughly a two-orders-ofmagnitude difference between the alkane and DMS surface relaxation rates.
This discrepancy is puzzling given the near equivalence of the 0 values and the above argument, but is the same type of phenomenon one encounters when one compares relaxation rate measurements from samples of the same type of surface.
In order to try to understand this phenomenon, we can postulate several likelv mechanisms for the difference in rates, and then see how the consequences of the mechanisms compare with the experimental results.
One explanation for the relaxation rate discrepancy is that the degree of DMS substrate coverage in the present experiment is much less than that obtained by Bouchiat and Brossel with the alkanes. Thus, in the present experiment one would conclude that the alkali atom has a non-negligible probability of impacting a surface region of bare glass, which was shown in the present experiment to be highly depolarizing. a p value of unity. This is obviousiv contrary to experimental fact, so that an explanation of tne relaxation rate discrepancy based on the hypothesis of incomplete substrate coverage must be rejected.
In the same vein one might attempt to explain this discrepancy by postulating some additional surface relaxation mechanism for the present experiment. As for the hypothesis of incomplete surface coverage, the observed relaxation rate would then be the sum of a rate associated with the additional mechanism and the rates of the dipole-dipole/spin-orbit combination. However, in order to be consistent with the measured value of p, this acditional mechanism would have to exhibit the same degree of isotope specificity as the dioole-dipole'spin-orbit combination. This would be extremely fortuitous. It * therefore seems likely that the cause of the discrepancy lies elsewhere.
The most leasonable explanation that is left for this discrepancy is that of equivalent raw relaxation rates for alkrane and DMS surfaces would imply that in at least one case it was possoIle to obtain equal alkali adsorption energies for DMS and alkane surfaces. Thus, we conclude that the difference in adsorption energies is related to surface preparation. Perhaps in the present study the surface preparat:r, coritcns favored a rougher DMS surface, which could be expected to increase the adsorption energy by an amount on the order of a tenth of an eV.
In any event it seems reasonable to generalize this conclusion and attribute the surface relaxation rate variations, for samples of the same type of surface, to variations in the adsorption time resulting from the surface's preparation.
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